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Abstract

This research aims to find out how to build an expert system for diagnosing work stress in employees using the certainty factor method. The data obtained was obtained in the following ways: Literature study, interviews, and questionnaires. The population in this research is all employees. The sample for this research was 100 employees. The system development method used consists of requirements plan, system design, and implementation. Based on the research results, it was found that the expert system for diagnosing employee work stress uses the certainty factor method, which is easy for users to understand in presenting questions and results by employees, and the system can process data on symptoms, causes, and solutions because employees only select symptoms and do not enter them. Symptom values that make users less understanding. This expert system has consistent answers. If you try to select the same symptoms, the results will be the same and in accordance with the expert's results.
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1. Introduction

Employees are human resources that are very important for the company because they have the intelligence, thoughts, talents, creativity, and energy needed to do all the work assigned by the company to achieve the company's goals [1][2]. The better the individual performance in a company, the higher the company's performance, and vice versa, the lower the individual employee's performance, the lower the company's performance [3]. One aspect of enhancing employee performance is addressing work-related stress. Prior studies have indicated that work-related stress has an impact on workers' productivity [4]. Job stress is an individual's inability to fulfill job demands, so that individual employees feel uncomfortable and uneasy [5]. At work, employees sometimes experience work stress, such as feeling worried about being inadequate, uncomfortable, bored, afraid or tense, sad, and depressed. Work stress can appear at any time among workers, especially among those with a heavy and monotonous workload [6]. With the development of science and technology nowadays, computers are nothing new for their users [7]. The use of computers is not only limited to processing data but is also used as a provider of solutions to given problems, such as solving difficult problems, one example of which is diagnosing work stress in employees [8]. Limited health information services, a lack of psychologists who can provide information about work stress, and high doctor fees result in a lack of employee knowledge about their psychology [9].

Efforts are made so that every employee who suffers from work stress can easily and quickly find out about the disease and its symptoms, so that they can be given a solution by the company [10]. An expert may diagnose work stress in employees with the aid of this expert system, a type of artificial intelligence (AI) [11]. An expert system is a computer software that solves issues by applying expert knowledge [12]. An expert is a person with specialized knowledge and abilities who can solve difficulties that laypeople are unable to solve [13]. Expert systems have a wide range of uses and advantages, including boosting output and productivity since they can work more quickly, function in a variety of settings at any time, and never get sick or bored [14]. There are various techniques that can be applied while developing an expert system to facilitate the solution of current issues. The certainty factor method was applied by the author on this occasion [15]. Expert confidence can be measured using the certainty factor technique [16]. Expert systems can make use of this technique to determine if a diagnosis of an illness is certain or doubtful [17]. Calculations using this method can maintain the accuracy of the data [18].

According to previous research, which states that the implementation of the certainty factor in an expert system for diagnosing and treating mental disorders, it can be concluded that the accuracy of applying the certainty factor method in an expert system for treating mental disorders is 90% [19]. In other research, an expert system for detecting DSLR camera damage using the CF (certainty factor) method was able to complete the system and the...
process of making a diagnosis based on the symptoms experienced by the user [20]. However, the application that the journal's researchers created at this time only includes identification of DSLR camera damage; it does not yet have a tutorial on how to repair DSLR cameras [21]. Then the application is still too complicated for novice users when the user has to enter an estimated CF value if the symptoms felt are absolute [22]. Create an expert system application to identify formaldehyde content in food using the certainty factor method [23]. The author has also succeeded in creating an application that can add characteristics and categories of foods that contain formaldehyde, and the application has no errors or can be run; however, in making the application, the author still uses Visual Basic in the system and lacks knowledge about the side effects of formalin foods or pictures so that the application looks better, and the results of the diagnosis have no trust value [24]. Calculating employee work stress using manual calculations and not using the certainty factor method to diagnose work stress in employees [25]. Then the author did not create an expert system for analyzing employee work stress [26].

An expert system is a computer program or system that incorporates the knowledge of an expert in a particular field into its performance. Non-expert users can use this program or system to make decisions or establish policies, just like experts do [27] [28]. Stress is a bodily and psychological reaction to environmental demands on a person [29]. The body's reaction to stress includes cold sweats, shortness of breath, and heart palpitations [30]. Psychological reactions to stress include frustration, tension, anger, and aggression. In stressful situations, there are a number of feelings, such as frustration, tension, anger, hostility, or aggression [31]. In other words, the situation is under pressure. Job stress is an increasingly critical problem for workers, employers, and society [32]. Stress in the workplace is a growing concern in today's economic climate, where employees encounter conditions of overwork, job discomfort, low levels of job satisfaction, and a lack of autonomy [33]. Workplace stress has been shown to have detrimental effects on employee health and well-being, as well as negatively impacting workplace productivity and profitability [34]. Measures that individuals and organizations can take to reduce the negative effects of stress or stop it from occurring in the first place. Employees first need to learn to recognize the signs that indicate feelings of stress, and employers need to realize that stress can affect employee health, which in turn affects the company's bottom line.

2. Research Methods

The data obtained was obtained in the following ways: a literature study, interviews, and questionnaires. At this stage, a literature study or literature review is carried out by studying books in the form of printed media related to research such as expert system programming, information system architecture, nursing psychology, and so on. At this point, the source and the interviewer are having a conversation as part of the interview. The purpose of the interview is to get the right information from a trusted source. Currently, a list of questions is distributed to respondents as part of the questionnaire in the hopes that they will answer the questions, therefore data is being gathered. All employees received surveys from the author. All of the participants in this study were workers. One hundred employees served as the research sample. The requirements plan is the initial step in the system development process. In this stage, authors and users meet to talk about the goals of the application or system and the information that it will require, particularly information on the symptoms of work-related stress in employees. System design comes in second. The second stage involves building the system's database and writing the code to use the data that has been collected and represented in the information system architecture. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is typically utilized by the system modeling tools. Use case, activity, sequence, and class diagrams are all used by the author. Finally, Implementation. At this stage, the researcher conducts coding, implements the programming language, namely PHP, and creates a database in the form of MySQL. At the end of this stage, the author also asks for user responses to the applications that have been tested so that they can be evaluated for further system development.

3. Results and Discussion

This expert system for diagnosing employee work stress using the web-based certainty factor method is a system that includes knowledge from an expert. In this system, employees are asked to choose from each symptom they are experiencing, and then the results will be issued in the form of a diagnosis, belief value, and solution. The diagnostic output results can be printed in the form of a PDF document. At this stage, a problem needs analysis to be carried out to create a system that provides solutions to the problems faced. In this planning phase, the author conducted research to collect data and information as a basis for creating the system. Then, for a diagnosis and solution, the author conducted an interview with a psychologist. Previously, the author collected diagnostic information data from questionnaires using Haphazard or convenience sampling. This is a very simple sampling method, namely by taking observation units that are found or that are possible. At this stage, a problem needs analysis to be carried out to create a system that provides solutions to the problems faced. In this planning phase, the author conducted research to collect data and information as a basis for creating the system. For data or information on system requirements, the author used the bibliography method by taking data on symptoms of work stress, and for diagnosis and solutions, the author conducted an interview with a psychologist.
The second stage of the planning phase is explaining the purpose of establishing the system. Based on the previous needs analysis and problem definition, the author intends to apply the CF method to diagnose employee work stress according to the diagnoses, symptoms, and relationships inputted by the user. This system will be applied to the website application platform, considering the increasing intensity of people using various websites. Meanwhile, the author uses the certainty factor method in applying expert system theory because the certainty factor can implement an expert system that is able to process uncertainty from various facts and symptoms in diagnosing employee work stress. A web server is an absolute requirement for a web-based system. A web server is a platform for running a web-based system. To develop this system, the Web server Apache 2.4.25 is needed. A programming language is needed to be able to build a system so that the computer can carry out various operations and functions according to the user's wishes. For this reason, a programming language is needed that can be used to create a client-server system. The programming language needed to develop this system is PHP 4.6.5.2. Database management will be used to complement programs such as the login process as well as the ordering process and product file storage. The database required is the MySQL 10.1.21 MariaDB database.

Diagnosis of work stress, namely identification based on symptoms. Computer programs made to facilitate better decision-making can assist with assessment through counseling. Symptoms of job stress, namely indications of the existence of work stress or undesirable health problems, are in the form of signs or characteristics of work stress and can be felt, such as feelings of anxiety and boredom towards work. The relationship between diagnoses and symptoms, namely the combination of work stress diagnoses and symptoms, ensures a calculation of the certainty of the type of diagnosis based on psychologists or experts. Certainty factor (CF) calculation is an evaluation method that is very useful in the world of medicine and psychology to assess and measure the level of confidence of doctors or health professionals regarding a diagnosis, especially related to work stress in employees. CF utilizes two important aspects: the measure of belief (MB) and the measure of disbelief (MD). MB reflects the extent to which physicians increase their confidence in a diagnosis of work stress based on observed symptoms, while MD reflects the degree to which they increase their distrust of the same diagnosis. Through this analysis of increases in confidence and distrust, CF is then calculated to interpret how strong or weak the relationship is between the proposed hypothesis and the observed symptoms. The CF value ranges from -1 to 1. If the CF is close to 1, it indicates a high level of confidence in the diagnosis. Conversely, if the CF value is close to -1, this indicates strong distrust of the proposed diagnosis. However, it is important to remember that although CF provides an indication of trust or distrust, it can also be influenced by variations in clinician interpretation and knowledge, as well as other factors that may not be fully measurable objectively. Nonetheless, the use of CF provides a useful framework for helping to estimate how convincing an employee's job stress diagnosis will be based on observed symptoms, taking into account the clinician's increased confidence and distrust of the proposed hypothesis.

In the system that the author designed, there are running processes that are expressed in a use case. This system is designed to serve two main user groups, namely employees and administrators or experts, by offering functionality that suits each user's needs. The use case for employees includes a series of features that allow them to evaluate the level of work stress they experience. They can access information related to stress management, resources that help reduce stress in the work environment, and potentially fill out questionnaires or carry out evaluations regarding their psychological condition. This allows employees to proactively understand and manage stress in their work, improve their own well-being, and achieve better performance. Meanwhile, use cases for administrators or experts feature access to features that allow them to manage the administrative aspects of the system and provide professional assistance. They can manage employee data, analyze the results of questionnaires or job stress evaluations that have been filled out by employees, provide recommendations or interventions based on in-depth analysis of existing data, and make adjustments or configurations to the system to align with the latest developments in research or related best practices. work stress. With an approach that focuses on both types of users, this system provides a comprehensive understanding of the features provided for employees and administrators, or experts. The main objective is to facilitate the implementation of relevant and appropriate solutions for managing work stress in the work environment by providing the necessary tools for employees to manage stress as well as providing support for administrators or experts to carry out appropriate interventions based on in-depth analysis of existing data.

The admin activity diagram series depicts in detail the steps taken by an admin when interacting with an existing system. Each activity diagram shows the key processes that administrators involve in carrying out their duties. The login activity diagram first outlines the steps that the admin must take to log in before accessing the system. This process begins by entering the username and password registered in the system database, ensuring authorized access to the platform. After successful login, the logout activity diagram provides steps to log out of the system safely. This gives administrators the option to exit their access session by ending the connection to the system. He continued; the diagnostic activity diagram provides guidance on how administrators can manage work stress diagnosis data. Features such as adding, editing, searching, and deleting diagnoses already stored in the system database are covered here. Meanwhile, the symptom activity diagram provides similar instructions for managing symptom data related to employee work stress. This series of activity diagrams provides a comprehensive overview
of how administrators use the system, facilitating more efficient management of diagnostic data and symptoms related to work stress. With a well-structured process, the system supports administrators in carrying out their administrative and managerial tasks effectively, providing convenience in managing the necessary data according to existing needs.

The admin activity diagram continues to cover a series of processes that cover the various features that the admin can access in the system. The delete symptoms activity diagram depicts the steps taken by the administrator to delete symptoms that have been previously stored in the system. This process allows the admin to manage data by deleting irrelevant or unnecessary symptoms, and once completed, the admin will return to the symptoms menu in the system. Meanwhile, the add-symptom activity diagram presents the steps that the administrator needs to follow to add a new symptom to the system. By clicking the add symptom button, admin can enter various symptoms based on certain input or criteria. This feature makes it easy for administrators to update or add new symptoms to the database, allowing the system to continue to develop according to existing needs. Furthermore, the relationship activity diagram provides an overview of the process involving administration in managing work-stress relationship data for employees. Admins can use this feature to add, edit, search, or delete relationships related to work stress among employees. This feature provides flexibility for administrators to understand and manage the relationship between various aspects of work stress that have been identified in the system. With this set of activity diagrams, the system gives administrators access to features that enable them to manage and control various aspects of work stress data more efficiently. This makes it easier for administrators to carry out administrative tasks and provides the opportunity to manage and update relevant data according to system requirements.

In the implementation phase after the trial results, system testing was carried out using the black-box testing method. This approach focuses on testing functional specifications without examining design details and program code. The main goal of black-box testing is to ensure that the functions, input, and output of the software comply with established specifications. The system testing process involves four testers who play an important role. First, the author carried out independent testing to identify potential errors related to implementation aspects and system functionality. Expert work stress psychologists then conduct testing to confirm the precision of the diagnoses generated by the system and to guarantee that the results produced are in line with industry knowledge standards. Experts also carry out black-box testing in addition to that. The purpose of the testing they carry out is to find possible errors that may arise due to writing errors or errors in the programming process. The black-box testing process is carried out by running an expert system and inputting relevant data, then observing the resulting output. This aims to ensure that the system responds correctly to the input provided in accordance with previously established expectations and needs. By involving a variety of testers with different backgrounds and expertise, black-box testing becomes important in finding and fixing potential errors or inconsistencies in the system that may have been overlooked during the development process. This process is a critical step to ensure that the system runs according to the expected specifications and provides accurate and reliable results in making diagnoses related to employee work stress.

The work stress diagnosis expert system trial was carried out with the aim of evaluating the extent to which the expert system conformed to the knowledge standards held by experts in the field. One of the employees gave his response to the system being tested. This expert system for diagnosing employee work stress is easy to understand and can be processed quickly without experiencing delays. The process he revealed starts with registration as usual, where if you don't have an account, the user must register first. After having an account, the next step is to enter the system to carry out consultations regarding work stress diagnosis. The opinions expressed provide a positive picture regarding the ease of use and responsiveness of the system. The statement that this system is easy to understand and can be processed quickly without delay shows that the system can provide a good experience for users when conducting consultations regarding employee work stress. This testimonial provides a positive picture regarding the ease of accessibility and use of expert systems, which is an important factor in the success and acceptance of the system in the work environment.

4. Conclusion

Based on the summary of research results related to expert systems for diagnosing employee work stress, there are several important aspects that can be concluded. First, the system uses the certainty factor method, which is proven to be easy for users to understand in the process of presenting questions and diagnosis results. However, there are notes regarding deficiencies that have been revealed, namely that employees only need to select symptoms without providing a symptom value. This causes a limited understanding of the data processing of symptoms, causes, and solutions by users. Second, this system shows consistency in providing the answers it produces. According to the experts' information, users receive consistent diagnosis results when choosing the same symptoms. This indicates that the system is able to provide consistent and accurate responses to the symptoms selected by the user, which significantly increases confidence in the validity of the results produced. However, from these conclusions, it can be seen that this expert system provides easy understanding for users in the process of presenting and diagnosing results. There are shortcomings related to the lack of information regarding symptom values, which should be
considered for improvement in order to increase user understanding of the data processing process further. However, consistency in diagnostic results is an important point that increases the system's reliability in providing consistent, accurate, and trustworthy answers, in line with the views and expertise of experts.

The expert system that has been created still has room for further development in order to increase its advantages and overcome the limitations encountered. The author really hopes that this system can be improved so that it reaches a higher level of perfection. Some of the suggestions expressed by the author for improving and developing the system include two important key aspects. First, there needs to be additional diagnoses related to employee work stress so that they are not limited to the four existing work stress diagnoses. Besides that, increasing the number of symptoms identified in the system is also crucial to providing a deeper understanding of the symptoms of work stress. It is hoped that this effort will provide more comprehensive and effective diagnostic results for users. Second, as a further development step, the author suggests that this expert system can be adapted into an Android application. By presenting this system on the Android platform, it is hoped that the system will be easier to access and use by users with various types of mobile devices. This step is also expected to increase affordability and user comfort in using the system, considering the popularity and diversity of Android devices that are widely used by the public. By implementing these suggestions, it is hoped that the expert system for diagnosing employee work stress will become more flexible, broader in scope, and more accessible to users. More than that, the use of Android applications is expected to improve the quality of services provided by the system in carrying out diagnoses related to employee work stress.
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